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ABSTRACT: Integration of nanowires into functional devices
with high yields and good reliability turned out to be a lot
more challenging and proved to be a critical issue obstructing
the wide application of nanowire-based devices and
exploitation of their technical promises. Here we demonstrate
a relatively easy macrofabrication of a nanowire-based imaging
circuitry using a recently developed nanofabrication technique.
Extremely long and polymer encapsulated semiconducting
nanowire arrays, mass-produced using the iterative thermal
drawing, facilitate the integration process; we manually aligned
the ﬁbers containing selenium nanowires over a lithographically deﬁned circuitry. Controlled etching of the encapsulating
polymer revealed a monolayer of nanowires aligned over an area of 1 cm2 containing a 10 × 10 pixel array. Each light-sensitive
pixel is formed by the contacting hundreds of parallel photoconductive nanowires between two electrodes. Using the pixel array,
alphabetic characters were identiﬁed by the circuitry to demonstrate its imaging capacity. This new approach makes it possible to
devise extremely large nanowire devices on planar, ﬂexible, or curved substrates with diverse functionalities such as thermal
sensors, phase change memory, and artiﬁcial skin.
KEYWORDS: Top-to-bottom approach, thermal size reduction, photoconductive nanowire, large area photodetection, nanowire sensor,
nanowire integration
“macroscopic nanostructures” requires revision of current
nanowire production methodology.
Lithography and chemical etching for nanowire fabrication
enable production of wafer-scale aligned nanowires with high
densities and precisely deﬁned locations,7 which could
afterward be transferred to any kind of substrate8,9 for
integration. Although these top-down techniques are quite
convenient for high yield and repeatable production of
nanowires, the procedure is restricted to certain materials and
the equipment is costly.1 On the other hand, bottom-up
methods provide considerable versatility in nanowire composition and dimensions, and some solution-based methods, such
as synthesis of metallic nanowires in aqueous environment,10
are quite cost-eﬀective. Various techniques exist for integration
of bottom-up nanowires. Nanowire dispersion-based methods
were investigated thoroughly since in many techniques
nanowires are formed inside or suspended into liquids. The
problem herein is the alignment of the randomly oriented

I

ntegration of nanoscale building blocks to macroscopic
structures is currently at the forefront of nanotechnology
applications. Among various distinct types of nanostructures,
nanowires constitute a unique category regarding their
outstanding characteristics such as virtually unlimited material
composition, excellent tunability of size, dimensions, hierarchy,
and geometry, and a myriad of elaborate methods for their
production.1 There have been major leaps toward large scale
integration of nanostructures like carbon nanotubes2,3 and
graphene4,5 recently, yet the ﬁelds still await ultimate solutions.
However, large scale utilization of their nanowire counterparts
could not be satisfactorily accomplished to date, despite their
unusual and promising physical properties and considerable
eﬀorts put into their design and fabrication. Assembly of
nanowires into functional devices possesses substantial
challenges. Besides their extremely small dimensions hindering
their manipulation, as well as other nanostructures, inevitable
complications exist since usually nanowires have been produced
in a random or irrelevant orientation regarding their ﬁnal device
location, irrespective of their production method.6 Each
nanowire production technique exclusively comprises its own
integration strategy. Therefore, solving the dilemma of
© 2012 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (a) First step of nanowire integration to a macroscopic circuitry for large area photodetection is manual alignment and accommodation of
polymer ﬁber arrays, each containing hundreds of nanowires embedded inside, over lithographically deﬁned circuitry. (b) A concept design of
photodetection device resulting from macroscopic assembly of indeﬁnitely long and endlessly parallel nanowires. Nanowires are exposed over the
metal electrode pairs as monolayers, forming pixels as photoconductive units, which are addressable by external readout circuits. Exposed light
intensity can be deduced by applying a constant voltage across the pair of electrodes and measuring the change in conductance.

nanowires, which could be achieved by directional ﬂow of the
liquid through microﬂuidic channels,11,12 compressing nanowires on a Langmuir−Blodgett trough13 or similarly in a
liquid−liquid interface,14 applying electric ﬁeld to recruit and
align nanowires on predetermined positions,15,16 blow extrusion of polymer suspension of nanowires,17 or assisting the
assembly by biological entities18 or by graphene.19 Large area
integration and alignment of nanowires produced in a relatively
ordered manner, on the other hand, could be accomplished by
methods like template-based synthesis of nanowires,20 bridging
parallel substrates,21 or embedding vertically grown nanostructures inside ﬂexible polymers.22 Contact printing is another
versatile method for managing vertically grown nanowires23,24
that large scale integration of nanowires into device prototypes
such as imaging circuitry25,26 or artiﬁcial skin27 could be
attained. Industrial scale practice of all these methods is largely
constrained by the fact that these techniques require
considerable expertise and custom designed machinery and
also some might be not suitable for mass production
intrinsically.
We have developed a new iterative thermal size reduction
technique28 for production of ﬂexible polymer embedded
indeﬁnitely long and axially aligned one-dimensional micro- and
nanostructure arrays of various materials including chalcogenides glasses, semiconductors, polymers, and metals. The
fabrication method yields nanowires with macroscopic lengths,
perfect parallel alignment, and tunable physical properties,29
rendering them suitable for bridging nanoscale and macroscale
dimensions. Here we use the polymer ﬁber embedded
nanowires to construct large area photodetection circuitry. By
manual alignment of the encapsulating ﬁbers that contain
hundreds of individual nanowires over a patterned circuitry
chip, and controlled etching of the polymer encapsulation using
organic solvents, parallel nanowire arrays are exposed as
monolayers to form functional units over exceptionally large
areas, as shown in Figure 1. Each circuit element is composed

of hundreds of parallel nanowires, which provide durability,
stability, and reliability to the system, as well as enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio compared to that of single nanowire
circuitry. There is virtually no limitation over the area that
could be covered with nanowires totally, enabling production of
remarkably large area nanowire devices. The technique is
relatively substrate and nanowire composition independent.
The resulting device is unique in its geometry and is capable to
function in diverse applications requiring integration of
nanowires into electrical circuitry, which is a serious challenge
itself.30 Finally, the integration procedure is intrinsically suitable
for automation, postmodiﬁcation, and mass production.
As a proof of principle, we constructed a nanowire-based
circuitry for photodetection, which is an area of intensive
research.31 We used selenium nanowires since selenium is
compatible with thermal drawing,28 and crystalline selenium
nanowires are known to be photoconductive.32 Beginning with
a macroscopic preform wrapping a selenium rod, we obtained
hundreds of amorphous selenium nanowires hermetically
encapsulated within poly(ether sulfone) (PES) through three
ﬁber drawing steps, with bundling the ﬁbers between two
consecutive thermomechanical treatments, which we explained
in detail previously.28 The diameters of these nanowires were
around 500 nm. We prepared the chip of the circuitry on Pyrex
glass by lithography, gold deposition, and lift-oﬀ. It contained a
10 × 10 pixel array in an area of 1 cm2. We manually assembled
ﬁbers on the chip and stabilized their position with Teﬂon tape
and then immersed them in dichloromethane (DCM)
longitudinally with a slight tilt toward the bottom of the
container; therefore, the exposed nanowires would be
supported by the substrate. We let DCM to evaporate slowly,
without disturbing the orientation of the polymer-free
individual nanowires, which tend to form monolayers on the
substrate. After the evaporation, we gently washed the chip with
DCM in order to remove the PES remnants (Figure S1,
Supporting Information). We immersed the chip into a 50 vol
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% aqueous pyridine solution overnight to crystallize the
selenium nanowires.33 Crystalline structure of the selenium
was investigated via high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The SEM
image of the resulting structure is shown in Figure 2. Each ﬁber

Figure 2. (a) Electron microscopy image of crystallized selenium
nanowires lying over ground and readout electrodes of the
lithographically deﬁned circuitry. A 3 × 3 pixel part of the device is
shown here. Even though pixels are sparsely distributed on the
circuitry, nanowire alignment over the electrode pairs of pixels can be
easily accomplished. The limits of a device prepared by manual
macroscopic alignment is deﬁned only by photolithography. (b) SEM
image of a single pixel, composed of hundreds of photoconductive
selenium nanowires aligned over electrode pairs. Distance between a
pair of electrodes is 10 μm. A high-resolution SEM image of NW
arrays can be seen in the inset.

Figure 3. (a) Photoconductive response of a nanowire-based pixel
under on−oﬀ modulated illumination of a broadband light souce.
Current data are normalized to dark current I0 which is on the order of
picoamperes. (b) Current−voltage characterization of one of the pixels
for a static dark (blue) and bright illumination (red) showing ohmic
behavior. Inset shows an individual pixel under applied voltage and
illumination at constant intensity.

this, we designed custom readout hardware for photodetection
circuitry and developed application software for image
construction. Photoconductive responses of every pixel in the
10 × 10 array as a voltage signal were sampled by analogue
multiplexers, 10 bit digitized, and converted to 8 bit grayscale
color values. Before constructing an image, each pixel must be
calibrated to match their photosensitivities since they might
have slightly diﬀerent responses to the same light intensity due
to the fabrication ambiguities such as number of active
nanowires in contact with electrode pairs and electrical contact
quality. Distribution of pixel photosensitivity shows that
majority of functional pixels has almost the same sensitivity
except for a few highly sensitive and insensitive pixels (Figure
S3, Supporting Information). Calibration was done by the
software for each pixel using photoresponse values of static dark
and bright illumination of predetermined intensity. Nanowire
assembled photodetection circuitry and readout electronics can
be seen in Figure 4a. Full exposure of the device to static dark
and bright illumination with calibrated pixels is shown in
Figures 4b and 4c, respectively. Blue pixels denote dead pixels,
which are found to be poorly sensitive or completely insensitive

was aligned over a column of ten electrode pairs. Figure 2a
shows the global orientation of the nanowires over the circuitry,
and Figure 2b is a detailed image of a single pixel, composed of
hundreds of parallel nanowires over electrode pairs.
In order to utilize resulting structure as a sensing part of an
imaging device, ﬁrst of all, we investigated photoconductive
properties of each pixel under dark, constant, and on−oﬀ
modulated illumination with a broadband light source.
Applying a constant voltage of 10 V between the common
ground and data readout electrodes, pixel photocurrent was
monitored versus time under on−oﬀ modulated illumination,
of which results are given in Figure 3a. Current and voltage
(IV) characteristics of the pixels under static dark and bright
illumination were obtained as shown in Figure 3b. Dark current
I0 is found to be on the order of picoamperes.
To use a circuitry composed of nanowire-based pixel array as
an imaging device, the photoconductive response of each pixel
needs to be converted into a grayscale color of corresponding
pixel from which an image is to be constructed. To accomplish
2485
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Figure 4. (a) Assembled selenium nanowires on photodetection circuitry and custom-made readout electronics. (b) Software constructed image of
10 × 10 pixels after full exposure of the device to a light source for static dark and (c) bright illumination. (d) Images of dark ﬁeld iluminated
alphabetic characters of “UNAM” captured by nanowire based pixel array. Blue pixels are dead pixels which can result from the imperfections of
electrical contacts on the circuitry or of the nanowire alignment process. There are particularly two dead pixel columns, related to a slight
misalignment of the nanowires over the pixel electrodes.

to the light as a result of broken metal lines produced by lift-oﬀ
process or poor electrical contact formation between nanowires
and pixel electrodes due to misalignment of the ﬁbers. Using
close contact masks, dark ﬁeld illumination of some characters
can be projected on the pixel array (Figure S4, Supporting
Information) and captured by the software as images of
alphabetic characters shown in Figure 4d. Using right-angle
sided fonts and careful alignment of close contact masks over
the sparsely distributed pixels of the circuitry, we obtained
images of sharp contrast. The device is 68% functional.
In this work, we demonstrated fabrication of nanowire-based
photodetection device by macroscopic manual assembly of
nanowires. We used in-ﬁber nanowires in construction of the
device and removed the polymer encapsulation by dissolving it
within an organic solvent, DCM. The continuous and aligned
nanowires are originally accumulated at the center of the
polymer ﬁber, which acts as a guide for manual alignment. After
the accommodation of the ﬁbers onto the circuitry, we
protected the edges from being etched; therefore, only the
center is exposed to the solvent. The nanowires thus expanded
as a monolayer around the area deﬁned by their original
position. This strategy is quite eﬃcient, except in some cases if
the ﬁbers could not be placed ﬁrmly on the substrate, they
might be slightly misaligned to the desired contact area, causing
columns of dead pixels, as could be observed in our device. This
could be avoided by ﬁxing the ﬁbers better onto the substrate.
The etching process is sensitive against agitation such that the
alignment could be distorted, and especially if the solvent is
removed too quickly after the exposure, the nanowires tend to
aggregate as bundles, which might impair the device performance, because either the number of nanowires on the electrical
contacts will decrease or the nanowires on top of others will
prevent the photons reach the conducting wires. However, a
slow transfer of the solvent out of the container might work as

well as evaporation. In our case, misalignment is a more serious
problem than bundling. Our pixels are sparsely distributed over
an active area of 1 cm2, with resolution as low as 1 pixel/1 mm
or 4 dpi. However, it can be easily improved by decreasing the
space between electrode pairs and increasing the number of
pixel electrodes per unit length, which is only limited by
photolithography. Especially along the direction parallel to
nanowires, nanowire alignment and accommodation over every
pixel can be realized simultaneously. Unfortunately, increase in
pixel numbers comes along with the electrical readout problem,
which requires readout circuits such as used in active matrix
displays. Another problem in the readout of pixels is very high
impedance of nanowires between pair electrodes, which can be
on the order of 108 ohms. Therefore, impedance matching
circuits to analogue digital converters are also needed in this
particular case. There are two kinds of electrical coupling which
can occur between pixels. For every readout electrode of pixels,
there are multi electrical pathways to the other common
ground lines having contact with same nanowire array of the
pixel and also over other nanowire arrays to the ground lines.
However, these pathways have much more distance, and hence
much more resistance, in comparison with 10 μm, the closest
gap between pixel electrodes. This kind of situation can be
always prevented by adding extra lithographic and coating steps
to produce a resistive thin ﬁlm coating having window openings
only over the electrode pairs of pixels.
The macroscopic alignment of nanowires shown here is
unique and has many advantages compared to other nanowire
assembly techniques. The strength of this technique depends
on the unusual state of the nanowires we use: indeﬁnitely long,
ordered, and polymer encapsulated. By this method, the
position and orientation of the nanowires could be determined
manually with high precision and ultimate yield. There is no
restriction on the substrate characteristics, where whole surfaces
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of planar, curved, or ﬂexible substrates could essentially be
covered with nanowires. Each functional unit is composed of
hundreds of individual nanostructures, forming individual
conducting channels. This maintains an extraordinary robustness to the system, when a facile single step alignment is
considered. The most important aspect of this procedure is that
it could be applied in diverse application ﬁelds regarding
nanowire integration to large area devices at the industrial scale.
To sum up, we demonstrated a strategy of nanowire
integration for a large area photodetection circuitry, which
utilizes controlled etching of the polymer jacket of indeﬁnitely
long nanowire arrays. The macroscopic alignment procedure
used here resulted in functionalization of semiconducting
nanowires as a large area functional device. Employment of
thermally drawn nanowires with a macroscopic alignment
approach might pave the way for very interesting occasions
where nanoscale and macroscale are eﬀectively bridged. Some
possible routes toward utilization of this technique might be
fabrication of nanowire thin ﬁlm transistor columns, integration
of phase change nanowires into various memory circuitries such
as cross-bar structures, fabrication of large scale nanowire-based
thermal sensors, or artiﬁcial skin and muscle. Also, integrating
nanowires onto ﬂexible or curved surface device geometries or
eﬃciently aligning very long core−shell nanostructures29 for
photonic and photovoltaic applications would be possible.
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Figure S1. Manual assembly of polymer embedded nanowires into large-area photodetection
circuitry. (a) Polymer fibers containing hundreds of selenium nanowires were assembled manually
onto a lithographically defined circuitry. The nanowires clustered around the center are apparent within
the transparent polymer. Red color is characteristic of amorphous selenium. (b) The nanowire cluster
at the center of the fibers act as a guide for fine positioning of the fibers onto the circuitry. The fibers
are aligned exactly over the sensing elements, the pixels. After the alignment, the fibers are immersed
inside an organic solvent in order to remove the polymer encapsulation. (c) After controlled etching of
the polymer, the nanowires remain on their predetermined position over the circuitry as a monolayer,
forming photosensitive pixels. The pixels are composed of two metal electrodes and hundreds of
nanowires as photoconductive channels. There is one common ground for each pixel, and the other
electrodes are addressed by multiplexers.
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Figure S2. High resolution transmission electron microscopy images of the selenium
nanowires after crystallization. Fiber embedded nanowires were assembled over a TEM grid, and
after removal of the polymer encapsulation, they were crystallized by exposing to an aqueous pyridine
solution, 50% by volume, overnight. Pyridine reorganizes selenium atoms into crystalline form, while
being diluted preserves the integrity of individual nanowires. The crystal structure could be (a) single
crystal or (b) polycrystalline.
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Figure S3. Histogram of the pixels showing photosensitivity distribution (Dead pixels are
ignored). Here IMin, which is on the order of IDark, is the lowest current value that can be sensed by the
photodetection circuit and IBright is the pixel current measured when all pixels are exposed to same
intensity of reference illumination. Majority of the functional 68 pixels have 3 orders of magnitude
photosensitivity.
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Figure S4. Capturing, displaying and identifying via large-area nanowire based photodetector
circuitry. The circuitry is composed of a 10x10 pixel array over an area of 1 cm2, over which pixels
have 1 mm separation. In order to create an image, dark field imaging was applied via passing white
light through transparent parts of a shadow mask. The mask was prepared by printing alphabetic
characters on transparent paper. The increase in conductivity regarding light exposure on the
illuminated pixels were monitored and conditioned by the embedded software, and the information is
then transfered to the computer via USB. After calibration of each pixel by a custom built application
software, alphabetic characters were identified in the images captured by the device.
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